How do you collaborate deeper to increase team strength & speed?
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Take CollaborAction
and reach the summit of collaboration
through the Collaboration Academy.
Call now at 214.535.9333 to register or receive more information
or email darrensmith@cimastrategic.com

The Collaboration Climb
Where do I start?
Where will it take me?
What problems will it solve that I
cannot solve myself?

Of the $1 trillion spent every year in the design and
construction industry, 40% is waste. Only 10% of that is
material waste, while attitude & behavior accounts for the
other $360 billion. This gives us 360 billion reasons to figure
out how to behaviorally collaborate deeper. Let’s go for it!

It’s a sequential journey that’s best started at the beginning;
at step 1 and climb until you reach step 4.
To heights in satisfaction, project productivity and value for money the industry
hasn’t seen before.
The solution to collaborating deeper by its very nature is not something you can
figure out in isolation. It’s best figured-out sharing with like-minded others focused
on the same thing.

Step 1

Create an Emotional Connection to Collaboration
Collaborate Deeper to Increase Team Strength &
Speed Introductory Workshop, April, September
This workshop helps you get to the heart of how we
can collaborate deeper in our industry to increase team
strength & speed. Specifically, how to take action in
your organization and on the project itself. It draws on
continual, thought-leading research and the real-life
experience of participants on collaborative projects.
eLearning & Webinar version available.

Step 3

Learn How to Institutionalize Collaboration
The Collaboration Forum, February
This one-of-a-kind, annual Forum draws together
collaboration experts and practitioners into one room to
build relationships, leadership, deliver just-in-time support
and select a common objective to reach collectively.
The Collaboration Consulting Team, On-Demand
Receive support from best-in-class BIM, Collaboration
and LEAN experts to help your organization implement
collaborative strategy, collaborative skills and behavior
training as well as successfully implement a collaborative
change leadership plan. This team will work with you to
evolve a collaborative culture to effect long-term results.

Step 2

Learn How to Collaborate with Intention
Collaboration Strategy Boot Camp, April
Learn the “what and why” of collaboration. Participants
will define collaboration for their organization and make
collaboration a strategy to reach their organization’s
objective. eLearning version available.
Collaboration Leadership Lab, June
This program installs the “how” of collaboration within a
framework in which to operate and through collaborative
knowledge & skills. You will be equipped to effectively
participate on collaborative projects effortlessly,
like breathing.
Collaboration Change Leadership Boot Camp,
September
Create the environment necessary to bring others
along and effect long-term, meaningful change in your
organization. Evolve your culture (with intention) to a
culture based on collaboration using a change model
and industry-customized tools.

Step 4

Creating Collaboration Thought Leadership
Collaboration Practitioner Leadership Group,
On-Demand
Be part of a peer group which delivers support to
its members and guides the collaboration research
partnership between the Collaboration Academy and
various institutions of higher learning.

